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Less than 15% of the Total Cost?
Less than 15 percent of the total cost?
Exception to Policy
Exception to Policy?
If yes, attach a copy of the Bureau of Design and Environment's approval.
If yes, attach a copy of the Bureau of Design and Environment's approval.
Answer the following items YES or NO or fill in the blanks. If marked YES, an attachment may be necessary to explain the answer. 
Answer the following items YES or NO or fill in the blanks. If marked YES, an attachment may be necessary to explain the answer. 
1a.    Is the improvement on the National Highway System (NHS)?
1a.    Is the improvement on the National Highway System (NHS)?
1b.    Is the highway a designated truck route? If yes, designation class:
1b.    Is the highway a designated truck route? If yes, designation class:
2a.    Is a local agency involved with project? If yes, name the agency: 
2a.    Is a local agency involved with project? If yes, name the agency: 
2b.    Is the agency notified? Is agreement  
2b.    Is the agency notified? Is agreement  
3.      Are any design exceptions other than resurfacing thickness required? (Attach minutes of coordination meeting)
3.      Are any design exceptions other than resurfacing thickness required? (Attach minutes of coordination meeting)
4a.    Are spot guardrail updates or repairs proposed?
4a.    Are spot guardrail updates or repairs proposed?
4b.    Are minor spot drainage improvements including culvert extensions/repairs proposed?
4b.    Are minor spot drainage improvements including culvert extensions/repairs proposed?
4c.    Is manhole or inlet adjustment outside of the pavement proposed?
4c.    Is manhole or inlet adjustment outside of the pavement proposed?
4d.    Is isolated ditch cleaning proposed?
4d.    Is isolated ditch cleaning proposed?
4e.    Are isolated culvert end section replacements proposed?
4e.    Are isolated culvert end section replacements proposed?
5.      Are curb repairs proposed? Existing curb and gutter type			length of repair
  Are curb repairs proposed?
6a.    Do pedestrian crosswalks, marked or unmarked, exist within the limits of resurfacing?
6a.    Do pedestrian crosswalks, marked or unmarked, exist within the limits of resurfacing?
6b.    If yes, will the altered curb ramps be made accessible as part of this project? (BDE Manual Sec. 58-1.09)
6b.    If yes, will the altered curb ramps be made accessible as part of this project? (BDE Manual Sec. 58-1.09)
If the curb ramps will not be made accessible as a part of this project, attach approved BDE 3101 ADA Statement of Maximum Extent Practicable. 
If the curb ramps will not be made accessible as a part of this project, attach approved BDE 3101 ADA Statement of Maximum Extent Practicable. 
7.      Do bike accommodations exist along street or on shoulder? (Attach explanation of accommodations)
7.      Do bike accommodations exist along street or on shoulder? (Attach explanation of accommodations)
8.      Is bike lane resurfacing proposed?
8.      Is bike lane resurfacing proposed?
9.      Are new bike accommodations proposed? (Attach cross section and explain)
9.      Are new bike accommodations proposed? (Attach cross section and explain)
10a.  Do parking lanes exist within project limits?
10a.  Do parking lanes exist within project limits?
10b.  If yes, is local participation needed?
10b.  If yes, is local participation needed?
11.    Does pavement flooding occur?
11.    Does pavement flooding occur?
12.    Do storm sewer inlets need
12.    Do storm sewer inlets need
13.    Do drainage problems exist?
13.    Do drainage problems exist?
14.    Is cold milling of existing surface proposed? Reason: 
14.    Is cold milling of existing surface proposed? 
15.    If FPR location(s) exist, can they be corrected by resurfacing or by superelevation improvements? 
15.    If FPR location(s) exist, can they be corrected by resurfacing or by superelevation improvements? 
16.    Are geometric spot improvements proposed to correct FPR locations? 
16.    Are geometric spot improvements proposed to correct FPR locations? 
17a.  Are there any existing public educational facility entrances onto the route? 
17a.  Are there any existing public educational facility entrances onto the route? 
17b.  If yes, will the entrances be improved? (See BDE Manual Section 11-2.08(h))
17b.  If yes, will the entrances be improved? (See BDE Manual Section 11-2.08(h))
18.    Is bridge resurfacing proposed? (If yes, attach BBS concurrence)
18.    Is bridge resurfacing proposed? (If yes, attach BBS concurrence)
19.    Project discussed and reviewed at coordination meeting on: 
19.    Project discussed and reviewed at coordination meeting on: 
6c.
6c.
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